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 Tech writer/ illustrator – Pressco Technology 
19 years 

 Created computer graphics for 22 years 
 STC Associate Fellow, past STC Board 

member 
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Is the most important skill 
for journalists in 2015 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/zach-
kitschke/post_9445_b_7456664.html 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This quote came from an STC Tech Comm Today article posted a few weeks ago. Today you are expected not only to write and edit and organize well, but to provide stunning visuals. Why this webinar?	STC has lots of info on writing, editing, DITA, content strategy, etc. Little focuses on graphics and illustration. Many of us work in small departments or departments of one, with little graphics training. We’re expected to do everything. In this webinar I hope to give you some inspiration that allows you to go back to work confident that you are the expert and can do everything!

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/zach-kitschke/post_9445_b_7456664.html�
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/zach-kitschke/post_9445_b_7456664.html�


 Making illustrations more useful 
 How to NOT scream “amateur” 
 Following ISO standards for icons 
 Drawing from scratch 
 Enhancing imported illustrations and photos 
 Enhancing screen shots 
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 Highlight areas of focus 
 Use line weights for emphasis 
 Fill in 
 Call out 
 Self-explanatory 
 Do not be redundant 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What makes an illustration useful? If you’re describing many functions on a screen, and someone can see a picture of the screen, they can relate to the buttons or features you’re talking aboutNot redundant – don’t repeat the information you have in text in your graphics & vice versa. Say it once – either way. They should complement each other.Screen shot 1920 x 1200 on a mobile device? No way.  Squished, you couldn’t read it. Consider using only a portion of the screen, a button.Don’t confuse reader with your graphics. Graphic should be self-explanatory.Don’t have to show screen shots for every single step in a procedure. Give the reader some credit.Clean and clear – get rid of backgrounds, clutter, wires, extraneous holes, hardware. Show only what is necessary.
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"Interface lg" by Original uploader was Joshgeake at en.wikipedia - Transferred from en.wikipedia. Licensed under Creative 
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 via Wikimedia Commons - 
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Interface_lg.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Interface_lg.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example shows how the illustrator filled in only certain parts of the graphic to make them stand out. The ribbon cable is dark grey, being center of attention. The arrows provide instructions, eliminating need for callouts and words. Lighter grey video card shows what is being connected. Rest of computer is light, some portions even erased, because that’s not what you want the user to see. You want to give them just enough to orient them.
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Jim Hatch technical illustration: http://www.hatchillustrations.com/Technical-Illustrations-Line-Tone 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Illustration shows dark fill for the car roof bike carrier. Bike itself doesn’t matter. It could be any bike. In fact, this illustration could show a very simple drawing of two wheels and a frame – it wouldn’t matter. Illustrator is showing how the bike rack holds the bike on the top of the car.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about those of us without special art skills? Show a box, a block diagram, a simple drawing using heavy line weights, fills, callouts



 Fonts 
 Colors 
 Too cluttered 
 Inconsistent 
 Too much (of anything) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fonts – some people are offended by Comic Sans – there’s an organization of people out there who protest it!I get a weekly newsletter – has at least 7 different fonts in varying sizes, 5 font colors, mismatched graphics (some styled like a smooth button, some drawings, some photos). How likely am I to believe this person is a professional?When I first started doing graphic design in 1993, I learned to use every font – on one sheet!Limit the number of colors on your “pages.”I had an associate guidebook that was designed in MS Publisher. Nothing wrong with that, but there was a different design on every page. Every inch of space on every page was used. They used blocks of blue with black text. Boxes with images of flowers, with non-contrasting text – in a different font than that blue box with black text. Clipart on some pages. Graphs on others. Photos on other pages. I was completely offended when I was first handed that book, and refused to read it.



 Instead of…  Do this… 

10 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are images I found through Google Images. I am certainly not suggesting that either drawing is amateurish. However, in technical writing, we want to make things clear and easy for our customers.While the drawing on the left shows depth and perspective, it is unclear.If you are showing a game controller, show something like on the right. This one looks easier to produce anyway – easy shapes. You can point out the different buttons and show what they do.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This violates many rules: don’t repeat in graphic what you have in text. Do you really need the little hands? Don’t use hands. Relative size of screens is inconsistent.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a graph I used ~16 years ago. Don’t know what I was thinking. Those non-contrasting colors? Arrows going in different directions? Where is the customer supposed to look?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The graphic on the left shows a production process where bottles are being transferred from one part to another. What the person did on the right was try to match the colors of the lines in the graphic on the left to the connector on the right.Showing a photo instead of a graphic makes it inconsistent. I happen to know we have plenty of line drawings of these I/O boxesColors might be helpful, but what happened to the color for Reject Chute Full – same as spareDoor open, reject confirm ports are both marked with black lines, but most of the drawing is black tooI would have done callouts on the left, probably a separate drawing for the I/O boxes, could use a common table for callouts



 IEC 82079-1: preparation of instructions for 
use 

 ISO 7010 – standardized safety signs 
 IEC 60417 and ISO 7000 – graphical symbols 

for use on equipment 
 Symbols generally: 5 mm min. height (14 pt) 
 Safety signs: 10 mm min. height 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several years ago, I was clueless as to what colors to use for warning symbols. And what differentiated between Danger and a Warning? What about those colors?Our company bought this standard: IEC 82079-1, and I got a little more information about what symbols to use in my documentationI hope having these standards numbers help you because you can Google them and get ideas of safety and standard symbolsShow screens of web pages with these symbols
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cartoons that illustrate the use of ISO symbols, especially in public places like airportsYou can download this book – see it from next slideAt the end of the book, it explains what a warning sign is and where used, what a prohibition sign is, and uses for mandatory action signsAnd many more ISO numbers referenced at the end, where those symbols are used
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard safety signsWarning signs, prohibition signs, mandatory action signsYou may find some symbols applicable to your field
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve had to use symbols similar to some of these horrible ones – where your hand can get into all kinds of trouble if you don’t pay attention
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can have fun using some of these symbols. Some of them come in handy:Orientation high voltage warning- we actually had to use this hand entanglement symbol because our customers are near conveyors- you can tell people not to eat fast food- or stay away from toxic waste – this is pretty bleak- or the last one: longest first date ever



 Abstract concepts 
 What do you want to say? 
 Less is more 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if you don’t have images to import or something unique to your company to illustrate?Can even go back to ISO symbols – look up at Google images – use some as basisClipart sources: Shutterstock – vector images – search electronics, electronic components, hand gesture icons (for swiping, etc.)Does not have to be complicated. Tools like Word and Powerpoint have some fairly powerful tools to draw what you need.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tracker local shape. Scale in middle shows that green measurement, searching from middle, is OK. Red line is beyond limits – not OK. Shows a flange of a beverage can that is bent out of shape – a lid would not fit properly on it – can would leak.Blob-like thing on the right shows an abstract shape. How the algorithm finds all the edges of the part and creates an adaptive region. Not necessarily circular, nor square, but one that is the exact shape of your part.For all these abstract concepts, I boiled the idea down to a) what the customer actually sees, b) simplest concept (not showing every detail, every scan line, every option. Used comparison where I could.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you’re drawing images, it does not have to be realistic, or to scaleBlock DiagramLower left – showed a sardine can with a label. We were inspecting for crooked labels. Few simple shapes drew the can. Did not need shading or realism.Lower right – we wanted to represent a “converted end” top of a pop or beer can. With a few simple shapes, we had a decent representation. Did not need shading or details.
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 Projecting a 3-D object 
 Use guidelines and gridlines 
 Make sure angles are the same (or correct for 

perspective) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Usually something you can import from engineering drawings. Sometimes you need to add features
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use gridlines to ensure accuracyDuplicate the first box, placing its corners along the diagonal lines. Fill in the spaces. This 3D box was created easily in Powerpoint using a basic shape 
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 Line drawings vs. photos 
 Hardware documentation – get engineering 

drawings 
 Photos – grayscale vs. color 
 Contrast 
 Focus on subject (remove background clutter) 
 Be consistent throughout documentation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Line drawings – I prefer because you can communicate clearer.Sometimes photos are your only option – if you cannot acquire engineering drawings.Photos are better for marketing, or showing your product in a customer environment, or showing a person using the product.Whatever you use – be consistent throughout your documentation



 Import – vectors whenever possible 
 Get rid of: 
◦ Anything that gives away private company 

information or trade secrets 
◦ Irrelevant objects: 
 Extra doors 
 Cables 
 Vent holes 
 Lines that obstruct focus 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Import – vectors whenever possible. Easier to manipulate and use.Get rid of:Anything that gives away private company information or trade secrets.- Any object that is irrelevant to your area of focus. Extra doors? Cables? Vent holes, - lines that obstruct your focus, that do not mean anything



 Before  After 

30 



 Before  After 

31 
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 Highlight areas of interest 
 Lighten areas of no interest 
 Show screen orientation (for partial shots) 
 Make items clear and readable 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show examples of what I mean here.
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 Keep it simple 
 Get rid of details that do not matter 
 Use fills and line weights for emphasis 
 Use symbols and drawings that already exist 
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 tspayer@yahoo.com 
 www.linkedin.com/triciaspayer/ 
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